[The choice of antibiotic according the results of standard bacteriological analysis and express-method without isolation of pure cultures.]
The efficiency of choosing antibiotics using two methods was analyzed. The first method is based on standard laboratory analysis including isolation of pure cultures of prospective agent and detection of their individual sensitivity to antibiotics. The second method is based on a new express-technique permitting to simultaneously evaluate effect of pharmaceuticals on cultivated and not cultivated yet bacteria without isolation of pure cultures. At that, the second method permits to determine efficiency of antibiotics namely in those concentrations that can be made in the given nidus of infection. The study demonstrated existence of discrepancy between results obtained by using the given methods. The cause of discrepancy can be presence of not cultivated yet bacteria in pathologic sample. In favor of this assumption testify the received data concerning samples from patients where were presented a significant number of spore-former bacteria having additional mechanisms of resistance to antibiotics. Furthermore, the implemented study established antibiotics characterized by the greatest discrepancy of results obtained by applied methods that indicates the necessity of revision of schemes of implementation of start or empiric therapy.